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GMB calls for urgent ASOSGMB calls for urgent ASOS
meeting after share price plungemeeting after share price plunge

We're seeking reassurance that our members' jobs are safeWe're seeking reassurance that our members' jobs are safe

We've called for an urgent meeting with ASOS bosses to reassure members after the company's shareWe've called for an urgent meeting with ASOS bosses to reassure members after the company's share
price plummeted.price plummeted.

The company's shares fell Asos shares fell nearly 40% in The company's shares fell Asos shares fell nearly 40% in yesterday morning following a profit warningyesterday morning following a profit warning..

Christmas time is already incredibly stressful for those picking and packing in Asos' BarnsleyChristmas time is already incredibly stressful for those picking and packing in Asos' Barnsley
warehouse.warehouse.

https://www.gmbdevelopment.org.uk/news/search?&issue=59
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-46590130
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GMB is now calling on the company to reassure the workers -  who prop up the fashion empire - in theGMB is now calling on the company to reassure the workers -  who prop up the fashion empire - in the
run up to the festive period.run up to the festive period.

Neil Derrick, GMB Regional SecretaryNeil Derrick, GMB Regional Secretary
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This is very distressing news for our ASOS members who now fear for their jobs in the runThis is very distressing news for our ASOS members who now fear for their jobs in the run
up to Christmas. The festive period is already an incredibly stressful time for all thoseup to Christmas. The festive period is already an incredibly stressful time for all those
working in the Barnsley warehouse. Now they have the added pressure of worrying aboutworking in the Barnsley warehouse. Now they have the added pressure of worrying about
their futures.their futures.

Despite today's warning, ASOS is still a very profitable company with head office staff onDespite today's warning, ASOS is still a very profitable company with head office staff on
huge salaries. GMB is calling for a meeting with ASOS top brass to reassure our hundredshuge salaries. GMB is calling for a meeting with ASOS top brass to reassure our hundreds
of members - the people who prop up their fashion empire - that their jobs are safe.of members - the people who prop up their fashion empire - that their jobs are safe.
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